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The filamentous hemiascomycete commonly known as Ashbya gossypii has recen 
as an interesting microbial factory (1 -2]. Not only has it been safely and success 
more than two decades in the industrial production of riboflavin (vitamin 82), as · 
several attributes that makes It an attractive host to produce other added-value bio-pr 
addition to riboflavin [1-31. The availability of its genome sequence and of molecular • 
manipulate it (1] have allowed the development of metabolic engineering approaches ~ 
significantly increased its production titres (1-21. However, the design of novel anc 
complex metabolic engineering approaches is hampered by the limited ra.v 
well-characterized promoters available for the recombinant expression of genes in A. 
[1.3].Well-defined modular gene expression regulation elements are crucial tools in me::a.. 
engineering, as the optimal balance in the expression of the individual genes fo _ 
biosynthetic pathway of a target compound is essential to achieve maximal yields. Co -
that endogenous promoters provide the main regulatory elements for gene expression cxr 
in this work we analysed the transcriptomic data available for A. gossypii under d ~.,, 
conditions to identify endogenous uni- and/or bidirectional promoters that drive 
moderate constitutive/semi-constitutive gene expression. Selected promoters were then 
to drive the expression of a recombinant gene encoding a model protein [3]. Usi • 
strategy, the bidirectional promoter AgCCW12/HOG1p was already characterized and 
to drive relatively strong expression through U1e CCW12 side and moderate express.::: 
through the HOG1 side. The characterization of other selected promoters is under way. 
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